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Abstract
Given a rectangle R with area  and a set of n positive reals A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} with
∑
ai∈Aai = , we consider the problem
of dissecting R into n rectangles ri with area ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) so that the set R of resulting rectangles minimizes an objective
function such as the sum of the perimeters of the rectangles inR, the maximum perimeter of the rectangles inR, and the maximum
aspect ratio of the rectangles inR, where we call the problems with these objective functions PERI-SUM, PERI-MAX and ASPECT-
RATIO, respectively. We propose an O(n log n) time algorithm that ﬁnds a dissection R of R that is a 1.25-approximate solution
to PERI-SUM, a 2√
3
-approximate solution to PERI-MAX, and has an aspect ratio at most max{(R), 3, 1 + maxi=1,...,n−1 ai+1ai },
where (R) denotes the aspect ratio of R.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Optimization problems of partitioning or arranging rectangles appear in many applications such as the data as-
signment problem in parallel computers [3,12,18], the module arrangement problem in VLSI design [2,10,9,17,19,20],
facility-layout design [1], and information visualization [11]. For example, in a parallel computer in which data stored
in a matrix-shaped memory space is need to be allocated to each processor, it is often required to partition the entire
matrix into small matrices. It is known that this problem can be formulated as a problem of dissecting a rectangle into
small rectangles [3]. On the other hand, problems of dissecting a rectangle into rectangles have been studied as basic
issues in mathematics [7,8,13,14].
In this paper, we consider the following problem. We are given a rectangle R0 with area  and a set of n positive reals
A0 = {a1, a2, . . . , an} with∑ai∈A0ai = , and we wish to dissect R0 into n rectangles ri with area ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
so that the resulting rectangles become as square as possible. In this paper, we introduce three types of functions
that measure the “squareness” of a set R of rectangles {ri | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}. For a rectangle r, let h(r) and w(r)
denote its height and width, respectively, and deﬁne its perimeter and aspect ratio by p(r) := h(r) + w(r) and
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(r) := max{h(r),w(r)}
min{h(r),w(r)} . For a set R of rectangles, we deﬁne ps(R) :=
∑
r∈Rp(r), pm(R) := maxr∈Rp(r), and
(R) := maxr∈R (r). We consider the next three rectangle dissection problems,
• The total perimeter minimization problem (PERI-SUM): Dissect R0 into a setR of rectangles so as to minimize the
sum ps(R) of perimeters of the resulting rectangles.
• The maximum perimeter minimization problem (PERI-MAX): Dissect R0 into a setR of rectangles so as to minimize
the maximum perimeter pm(R) of the resulting rectangles.
• The maximum aspect ratio minimization problem (ASPECT-RATIO): Dissect R0 into a setR of rectangles so as to
minimize the maximum aspect ratio (R) of the resulting rectangles.
Note that PERI-SUM is equivalent to the problem of minimizing the total length cl(R) of cutting lines to cut out
the rectangles in R from R0, where we call the problem CUT. In the special case where a1 = a2 = · · · = an holds
in a set A0 of reals, Kong et al. [16,15] have proved that PERI-MAX can be solved in polynomial time, and Bose et
al. [6,5] have proved that CUT can be solved in O(6n) time and is approximable within factor of 1 + +12√n−−1 for
=(R0). However, it is known [3] that the problem of testing whether a given rectangle can be dissected into squares
with speciﬁed areas is NP-hard. This implies that all the above three problems are NP-hard too. In the case that R0
is a square, Beaumont et al. [4] proposed a 1.75-approximation algorithm for PERI-SUM and a 2√
3
-approximation
algorithm for PERI-MAX, where the run times of these algorithms, which have not been explicitly analyzed in [4], are
O(n2 log n) and O(n log n), respectively.
In this paper, we present a simple O(n log n) time algorithm for the above three problems with an arbitrary rectangle
R0. We do not need to change our algorithm to the three problems. Our algorithm delivers a dissection R of R0 that
has the following three properties at the same time: (i)R is a 1.25-approximate solution to PERI-MAX; (ii)R is a 2√
3
-
approximate solution to PERI-SUM, and (iii) (R) is bounded from above by max{(R0), 3, 1 + maxi=1,...,n−1 ai+1ai }.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our dissection algorithm after introducing terminology.
Sections 3–5 analyze the performance of our algorithm in terms of ASPECT-RATIO, PERI-MAX and PERI-SUM,
respectively. Section 6 makes some concluding remarks.
2. Algorithm
Each rectangle has a pair of long and a pair of short edges. The area of a rectangle R is denoted by a(R). A dissection
of a rectangle R is a collection of rectangles such that the union of the rectangles forms R without generating overlaps
between any two rectangles. A dissectionR of a rectangle R is called slicing if |R|=1 or if there is a dissection {R1, R2}
of R such thatR consists of a slicing dissectionR1 of a rectangle R1 and a slicing dissectionR2 of a rectangle R2. For
a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , ap} of positive reals, an A-dissection of a rectangle R is a dissection R = {r1, r2, . . . , rp} of R
such that a(ri) = ai for each i.
Given a rectangle R0, and a set A0 = {a1, a2, . . . , an} of n positive reals, we construct a slicing A0-dissection
R of R0 by a divide-and-conquer method. Assume that a1a2 · · · an. Then we ﬁnd an adequate 2-partition
A1 ={a1, a2, . . . , ak} and A2 ={ak+1, ak+2, . . . , an} of A0, and then dissect R0 into two rectangle R1 and R2 such that
a(Ri) =∑aj∈Ai aj , j = 1, 2 by cutting the long edges of R. For each of the two subproblems (R1, A1) and (R2, A2),
we apply the same procedure. In this way, we can construct a slicing A0-dissection of R0. The criteria for determining
a 2-partition A1 and A2 of A0 is based on the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a set of m nonnegative reals b1b2 · · · bm. Let =∑1 im bi , and k be the integer such
that
∑
1 ik−1bi < 3
∑
1 ikbi . Then one of the following (i) and (ii) holds:
(i) 3bm.
(ii) bm < 3 , km − 2 and
∑
1 ikbi <
5
9 (and
∑
1 ikbi <

2 holds if bm−1 6 ).
Proof. Assume that bm < 3 (otherwise we have (i)). Let x =
∑
1 ik−1bi(< 3 ). Then A contains at least three
reals that follow bk−1, since otherwise we would have bm −x2 >

3 . Hence km − 2 and bk −x3 . From this,∑
1 ikbix + −x3 = +2x3 < 59 (
∑
1 ik bi <

3 + 6 = 2 if bm−1 6 ), as required. 
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Based on the lemma, we dissect a given rectangle R0 with a set A0 of reals by procedure DISSECT(R0, A0), which
is a divide-and-conquer procedure deﬁned as follows.
DISSECT(R,A)
Input: A rectangle R, and a set A = {ai, ai+1, . . . , ai+|A|−1} of positive
reals such that |A|2, aiai+1 · · · ai+|A|−1 and∑a∈Aa=a(R), where
h(R)w(R) is assumed without loss of generality.
Output: An A-dissection {ri, ri+1, . . . , ri+|A|−1} of R.
if 13
∑
a∈A amaxa∈A a
then /* (i) in Lemma 2.1 holds for A */
A1 := {ai, ai+1, . . . , ai+|A|−2}; A2 := {ai+|A|−1};
else /* (ii) in Lemma 2.1 holds for A */
Let k be the smallest integer such that the sum of the smallest k reals in A is at least 13
∑
a∈A;
A1 := {ai, ai+1, . . . , ai+k−1}; A2 := {ai+k, . . . , ai+|A|−1};
endif;
h(R1) := h(R2) := h(R);
w(R1) := w(R) ·
∑
aj ∈A1aj∑
aj ∈Aaj
; w(R2) := w(R) ·
∑
aj ∈A2aj∑
aj ∈Aaj
;
for j = 1, 2 do
Let Rj := {Rj } if |Aj | = 1, Rj := DISSECT(Rj ,Aj ) otherwise;
endfor;
Return R1 ∪R2.
The algorithm recursively dissects a rectangle R into two rectangles R1 and R2 such that a(R2) 13a(R) and if
ai+|A|−1 13a(R), then we also have a(R1)
1
3a(R).
Lemma 2.2. Given a rectangle R0 and a set A0 of n positive reals such that
∑
ai∈A0ai = a(R0), DISSECT(R0, A0)
returns a slicing A0-dissection of R0 in O(n log n) time.
Proof. It is immediate that DISSECT returns a slicingA0-dissection ofR0. We show that DISSECT can be implemented
to run in O(n log n) time. Sorting reals in A0 takes O(n log n) time. Since partitioning a set A of reals takes place n− 1
times during DISSECT(R0, A0), it sufﬁces to show that partitioning a set A can be executed in O(log n) time. We
prepare a one-dimensional array D such that for each i =1, 2, . . . , n the ith entry D[i] stores∑ij=1aj , where D[0]=0.
When a subset A of A0 is produced during the algorithm, we store the ﬁrst and last indices  and m of the reals in
A = {a, a+1, . . . , am}. For a set A = {a, a+1, . . . , am},we can check whether the A satisﬁes (i) in Lemma 2.1 in
O(1) time by testing if 13 (D[m] − D[ − 1])D[m] − D[m − 1] holds or not. In the case of (iii), we can ﬁnd the
integer k with D[k − 1] − D[ − 1]< 13 (D[m] − D[ − 1])D[k] − D[ − 1] by conducting a binary search over
D[], . . . , D[m]. This takes O(log n) time. 
To analyze the performance of the algorithm, we introduce some terminology. Let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} be an A0-
dissection of R0 output by DISSECT(R0, A0). Let R′ denote the set of all rectangles R that are the input for some
recursive call of DISSECT during the execution of DISSECT(R0, A0). A rectangle r ∈ R in the output is called simple,
and a rectangle R ∈ R′ is called compound. A compound rectangle R which consists of rectangles R′ and R′′ may be
denoted by R′ ∪ R′′. DISSECT(R,A) partitions a rectangle R ∈ R′ into two rectangles R1, R2 ∈ R ∪R′, where we
call R1 and R2 the left child and the right child of R, and R the parent of R1 and R2. A subset A ⊆ A0 of reals that
are assigned to a rectangle R ∈ R ∪R′ by DISSECT (i.e., R is to be A-dissected by DISSECT) is denoted by A(R).
Hence a(R) =∑ai∈A(R)ai holds. With the parent–child relations, we consider the inclusion tree T with a node set
R ∪R′ such that R0 is the root and nodes for R are the leaves. The treeT deﬁnes ancestors and descendants among
rectangles in R ∪R′.
Theorem 2.1. Given a rectangleR0 and a setA0={a1, a2, . . . , an} ofn(2) positive reals such that a1a2 · · · an
and
∑
ai∈A0ai = a(R0), letR= {r1, r2, . . . , rn} be a slicing A0-dissection of R0 output by DISSECT(R0, A0), where
a(ri) = ai , ai ∈ A0. Let R′ be the set of all rectangles that are the input of some recursive call of DISSECT during
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DISSECT(R0, A0). Then the following (I)–(III) hold:
(I) For each r ∈ R ∪R′,
(r) max
{
(R0), 3, 1 + max
i=1,...,n−1
ai+1
ai
}
. (1)
(II) For the maximum perimeter pm(R) of R and the optimal value OPTpm to PERI-MAX with instance (R0, A0),
pm(R)
OPTpm
 2√
3
( 1.1547).
(III) For the perimeter sum ps(R) of R and the optimal value OPTps to the PERI-SUM with instance (R0, A0),
ps(R)
OPTps
 5
4
.
We remark that Theorem 2.1(III) implies the next approximability result on problem CUT, which provides a similar
performance due to Bose et al. [5] in the case of a1 = a2 = · · · = an ∈ A0.
Corollary 2.1. A slicing A0-dissection R in Theorem 2.1 satisﬁes
cl(R)
OPTcl
 5
4
+  + 1
4 max{2√(∑ai∈A0√ai/√∑ai∈A0ai) −  − 1, 1} ,
where  = (R0) and OPTcl denotes the minimum length of the cutting lines of an A0-dissection of R.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality h(R0)w(R0). Observe that ps(R)− cl(R)= OPTps − OPTcl = h(R0)+
w(R0) = (1 + )
√∑
ai∈A0ai/. We see that OPTps2
∑
ai∈A0
√
ai (since p(ri)2√ai), and OPTclh(R0) (since
n2). By Theorem 2.1(III), we have 4ps(R)5OPTps , from which it holds
4cl(R)5OPTcl + h(R0) + w(R0)
5OPTcl + (h(R0) + w(R0))OPTcl
max{2∑ai∈A0√ai − (h(R0) + w(R0)), h(R0)}
= 5OPTcl + ( + 1)OPTcl
max{2√(∑ai∈A0√ai/√∑ai∈A0ai) −  − 1, 1} ,
as required. 
3. Analysis for ASPECT-RATIO
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1(I) together with some basic properties on dissections constructed by DISSECT.
Lemma 3.1. Let R1 and R2 be the left and right children of a compound rectangle R ∈ R′, and let aa+1 · · · am
be the reals in A(R). Then
(i) (R2) max{(R), 3}.
(ii) (R1) max{(R), 3, 1 + amam−1 }. Moreover if (R)(R1)> 3, then R2 is a simple rectangle with a(R2) =
am >
2
3a(R) and (R1)1 + amam−1 .
Proof. Without loss of generality assume w(R)h(R). Then, h(R1) = h(R2) = h(R). Let x =∑ai∈A(R1)ai and y =∑
ai∈A(R2)ai , where
y
x+y 
1
3 by the choice of A(R1) and A(R2) in DISSECT. Then w(R1)= x·w(R)x+y and w(R2)= y·w(R)x+y(see Fig. 1).
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h (R)
w(R)
x w(R)
x+y
y w(R)
x+y
R1 R2
Fig. 1. Illustration of two rectangles R1 and R2 dissected from a rectangle R.
(i) If w(R2)h(R2), then (R2) = h(R)w(R2) =
h(R)(x+y)
y·w(R) = x+yy·(R)3. Hence, if (R2)> 3, then w(R2)>h(R2) and
thereby (R)> (R2), as required.
(ii) As in (i), if w(R1)h(R1) and xx+y  13 hold, then we have (R1)3. Hence if (R1)> 3, then w(R1)>h(R1)
or x
x+y <
1
3 holds. Assume that (R)(R1) (otherwise we have (R)> (R1) as desired). Then w(R1)h(R1) and
thereby x
x+y <
1
3 , implying that A(R) must have been partitioned into A(R1) and A(R2) with am ∈ A(R) such that
am
x+y = yx+y > 23 . Therefore, we see that rectangle R2 = {am} is simple, 23
∑
 imai < am and (R1) = h(R)w(R1) =
h(R)(x+y)
x·w(R) = x+yx·(R)1 + yx 1 + amam−1 hold. 
The lemma says that for the childrenR1 andR2 of a rectangle R, it holds max{(R1), (R2)} max{(R), 3, 1+ amam−1 }
for am = maxa∈A(R) a. From this we obtain (1) by induction, proving Theorem 2.1(I).
Before closing this section, we show some lemmas that are necessary to prove Theorem 2.1(III). A compound
rectangle R ∈ R′ is called a key rectangle if (R)3 < (R′) holds for at least one R′ of the children of R.
Lemma 3.2. Let R ∈ R′ be a key rectangle. Then a child R′ of R with (R′)> 3 is the left child of R and the right
child R′′ of R is a simple rectangle with (R′′)3 and a(R′′)> 23 a(R). Moreover R is the left child of its parent R˜ (if
any).
Proof. Let aa+1 · · · am be the reals in A(R). By Lemma 3.1, (R)3 < (R′) holds only when R′ is the left
child of R and the right child R′′ of R is a simple rectangle with a(R′′)> 23 a(R) and (R
′′) max{(R), 3} = 3.
We assume indirectly that R is the right child of its parent R˜. Let at · · · a · · · am be the reals in A(R˜),
and let  =∑t im ai . Since the right child R is compound, R˜ has been dissected by (ii) in Lemma 2.1, indicating
am <

3 . Since
2
3
∑
 imai < am holds, am−1 am2 <

6 . Therefore, by Lemma 2.1(ii), the left child R1 of R˜ satisﬁes
a(R1)<

2 . However  = a(R1) + a(R′) + a(R′′)< 2 + 6 + 3 = , a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.3. For a key rectangle R ∈ R′, let Rz and Rx denote the left and right children of R, respectively, R˜ be the
parent of R, and Ry be the right child of R˜. Then, Ry consists of at most two simple rectangles r, and each of these rect-
angles r satisﬁes (r)3 if min{(R˜), (Ry)}3. Furthermore, if Ry consists of two simple rectangles Ry1 , Ry2 ∈ R,
then the slicing pattern of R˜ = Rz ∪ Rx ∪ Ry1 ∪ Ry2 with h(R˜)w(R˜) satisﬁes one of the next three cases:
Case a: w(R)h(R) = h(Ry)w(Ry) (see Fig. 2(a)).
Case b: w(R)<h(R) = h(Ry)w(Ry) (see Fig. 2(b)).
Case c: w(R)<h(R) = h(Ry)>w(Ry) and (R˜)2 (see Fig. 2(c)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, Rx is simple and a(Rx)> 23a(R). Let  be the number of simple rectangles contained in Ry .
Hence a(Ry)a(Rx) since A(R˜) is sorted. If  = 1, then Ry is simple and Lemma 3.1(i) says that (Ry)3 if
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Ry1
Ry1
Rz Rx
Rx
Ry2
Ry2
Ry1
Ry2
Ry1 Ry2
(a)
R
R
R
R
(c) Case-c: w(R)<h(R)=h(Ry)>w(Ry)
Case-b: w(R)<h(R)=h(Ry)<w(Ry)
(d)
Ry Ry
Rz
Rx
Rx
Ry Ry
Rz Rz
 Case-a: w(R)>h(R)=h(Ry)<w(Ry) (b)
Case-d: w(R)>h(R)=h(Ry)>w(Ry)
Fig. 2. Illustration of possible slicing patterns for a key rectangleR=Rz∪Rx and its siblingRy=Ry1∪Ry2 : (a) case-a:w(R)>h(R)=h(Ry)<w(Ry);
(b) case-b: w(R)<h(R) = h(Ry)w(Ry); (c) case-c: w(R)<h(R) = h(Ry)>w(Ry); (d) case-d: w(R)>h(R) = h(Ry)>w(Ry).
(R˜)3. Assume that 2. Then R˜ has been dissected into R and Ry by (ii) in Lemma 2.1, and thereby a(R) 13a(R˜).
Then we have a(R˜) = a(R) + a(Ry)a(R) + a(Rx)> a(R) + 23 a(R) 2+39 a(R˜), implying that only  = 2 is
possible. Assume (R˜)3 or (Ry)3. By Lemma 3.1(i), (R˜)3 implies (Ry)3. We show that (Ryi )3,
i = 1, 2. Since (Ry)3, it sufﬁces to show a(Ry2)2a(Ry1). If a(Ry2)> 2a(Ry1), then we again obtain a(R˜) =
a(R) + a(Ry)> a(R) + 3a(Ry2)a(R) + 3a(Rx)> 13a(R˜) + 69a(R˜), a contradiction.
For  = 2, assuming w(R˜)h(R˜), there are four possible slicing patterns shown in Fig. 2(a)–(d). We see that (d)
is impossible since w(R)h(R) = h(Ry)w(Ry) and a(R)a(Ry) hold in (d), contradicting the above property
a(Ry)a(Rx) 43a(R).
In Case c, (R˜)2 holds since h(R)w(R) and h(Ry)w(Ry). 
4. Analysis for PERI-MAX
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1(II). It sufﬁces to show that p(ri )
OPT pm
 2√
3
for each simple rectangle ri ∈ R.
Note that OPT pmp(rn)2
√
an and that p(r) = h(r) + w(r) = ((r) + 1)√a(r)/(r) for any rectangle r. Then if
(ri)3, i.e., p(ri)4
√
ai/3, then we have p(ri )OPT pm 
4
√
ai/3
2√an 
2√
3
.
We consider the case where (ri)> 3. Assume h(ri)>w(ri) without loss of generality. For the ri , let R ∈ R′ ∪ {ri}
be the highest ancestor of ri inT such that the long edges of ri are contained in the long edges of R (possibly R = ri).
Hence, h(R)h(ri)>w(ri) = w(R). If R has no parent (i.e., R = R0), then it is obvious that p(ri) cannot be smaller
in any A0-dissection of R0 (since h(R0)h(ri)>w(ri) = w(R0)), indicating that OPTpmp(ri). Then, assume that
R has a parent R˜ = R ∪ r ′ (see Fig. 3). We ﬁrst show that the sibling r ′ of R is a simple rectangle. By the choice of R
and the property that h(R)h(ri)>w(ri) = w(R), we have w(R˜)h(R˜) = h(r ′) = h(R). Let = (R)(> 3). Since,
w(R)+w(r ′)=w(R˜)h(R˜)=h(R)=w(R), we have a(r ′)
a(R)
= w(r ′)
w(R)
−1 and a(R)
a(R˜)
= w(R)
w(R˜)
 1 <
1
3 , where the latter
implies that R˜ has been dissected into R and r ′ by applying condition (i) of Lemma 2.1, indicating that r ′ is simple and
a(r ′)an. Therefore,
p(ri)
OPTpm
 p(R)
2√an 
( + 1)√a(R)/
2
√
a(r ′)
 ( + 1)
√
a(R)/
2
√
( − 1)a(R) 
 + 1
2( − 1)1.
This proves Theorem 2.1(II). 
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r'
w (r')
ri
w (R)
R
R
h(R)=h(R)=h(ri)
~
~
Fig. 3. Proof for Theorem 2.1(II).
5. Analysis for PERI-SUM
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1(III).For each ai ∈ A0, we denote by LBi a lower bound on the minimum
p(ri) of the rectangle ri ∈ R with a(ri) = ai in an A0-dissection R of R0 (where the minimum is taken over all A0-
dissections of R0). For the optimal value OPTps to PERI-SUM with R0 and A0, it holds OPTps
∑
1 inLBi . Hence
to prove ps(R)
OPT ps
 54 , it sufﬁces to show
∑
1 i np(ri )∑
1 i n LBi
 54 . For this, we partition
∑
1 inp(ri) into p1, p2, . . . , pk and∑
1 inLBi into L1, L2, . . . , Lk for some k such that
pj
Lj
 54 , j = 1, 2, . . . , k, which shows the desired inequality by
the property that a+b
x+y  max{ ax , by } for any positive reals a, b, x and y. In the next subsection, we show how to partition∑
1 inp(ri) into such numbers.
5.1. A charging scheme
We deﬁne forced rectangles R ∈ R ∪ R′ as follows. R0 is a forced rectangle. The left child R1 of R0 is a forced
rectangle if ana(R0)/2 holds. Any rectangle R ∈ R ∪ R′ whose long edges are both contained in the long edges
of a forced rectangle is deﬁned to be a forced rectangle. Note that the parent of any forced rectangle R(= R0) is
also a forced rectangle. For any forced simple rectangle ri ∈ R, we see that LBi = w(ri) + h(ri) is a lower bound
on p(ri) since the length of a short edge of ri cannot be larger than min{h(ri), w(ri)} in any other A0-dissection
of R0.
For a rectangle R ∈ R ∪R′, we deﬁne a carry function C(R) by
C(R) =
{0 if R is simple and forced,
max{h(R) − 3w(R),w(R) − 3h(R), 0} if R is simple but not forced,
max{h(R) − 2w(R),w(R) − 2h(R), 0} if R is compound.
Note that C(R) = 0 unless (R)> 2. We deﬁne LBi for a non-forced simple rectangle ri by 2√ai .
Lemma 5.1. Every simple rectangle ri ∈ R satisﬁes it holds
p(ri) − C(ri)
LBi
 5
4
.
Proof. First let ri be a forced simple rectangle. Then C(ri) = 0, and p(ri) = w(ri) + h(ri) = LBi , implying that
(p(ri) − C(ri))/LBi = 1 < 54 . Next let ri be a non-forced simple rectangle, where we use LBi = 2
√
ai . If (ri)3,
then we have p(ri )−C(ri )2√ai 
5
4 since C(ri) = 0 and p(ri) = ((ri )+1)
√
ai√
(ri )
 4
√
ai√
3
. If (ri)> 3, then p(ri) − C(ri) =
4 min{h(ri), w(ri)} = 4
√
ai√
(ri )
 4
√
ai√
3
, implying p(ri )−C(ri )2√ai 
5
4 . 
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For each non-forced simple rectangle ri ∈ R with (ri)> 3, we call C(ri)> 0 the extra cost from ri , and we charge
the extra cost C(ri)> 0 to the lowest ancestor R of ri inT that satisﬁes one of the following conditions:
(1) R is a key rectangle and has its parent R˜ with (R˜)3.
(2) R is a key rectangle and has its parent R˜ which is a forced rectangle with (R˜)> 3.
(3) R is a forced rectangle.
Such a rectangle R for ri is called the charged rectangle of ri , where we say that charged rectangles in (1)–(3) are of
types (1)–(3), respectively. For a rectangle R ∈ R ∪ R′, we denote by RR ⊆ R the set of simple rectangles which
are proper descendants of R and whose charged rectangles are ancestors of R (including R). ThusRr = ∅ for a simple
rectangle r ∈ R.
Lemma 5.2. Let R be a rectangle in R ∪R′. Then
(i) If (R)3, then RR = ∅ or R is a key rectangle.
(ii) If (R)> 3, then ∑ri∈RRC(ri)C(R).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the height of rectangles in T. If R has the smallest height (i.e., R is a
simple rectangle in R), then (i) and (ii) hold since RR = ∅.
We consider a compound rectangle R ∈ R′, where w(R)h(R) is assumed without loss of generality. By the
induction hypothesis, the lemma holds for all rectangles which are descendants of R. Let R1 and R2 be the left and
right children of R, respectively, where only R1 can be a key rectangle by Lemma 3.2. By the induction hypothesis, we
see that
∑
ri∈RR2 C(ri)C(R2) if (R2)> 3 and RR2 = ∅ if (R2)3 (note that R2 cannot be a key rectangle).(i) Let (R)3. By assuming that R is not a key rectangle, we show thatRR = ∅. Since (R)3 and R is not a key
rectangle, we have (R1)3. From this and Lemma 3.1, it holds (R2)3. Hence, each of R1 and R2 has no extra cost
if it is simple. Thus, if RR = ∅ then RR1 = ∅ or RR2 = ∅ holds. Since R2 is not a key rectangle with (R2)3, we
haveRR2 =∅ by the induction hypothesis. Since (R1)3, we haveRR1 =∅ or R1 is a key rectangle by the induction
hypothesis. Assume the latter case (otherwise we are done since RR =RR1 ∪RR2 = ∅). Since R with (R)3 is the
parent of R1, any simple rectangle with extra cost in the descendents of R is charged to R (or some descendent of R),
indicating that RR = ∅.
(ii) Let(R)> 3.ThenC(R)=w(R)−2h(R)>h(R). Observe thatw(R2)h(R2) (since otherwisea(R2)/a(R)< 13 ,
contradicting the way of dissecting R into R1 and R2 by Lemma 3.1).
First assume that R1 is not a key rectangle. By the induction hypothesis, this implies that
∑
ri∈RR1 C(ri)C(R1)
if (R1)> 3 and that RR1 = ∅ if (R1)3. Therefore,
∑
ri∈RRC(ri)C(R1) + C(R2). If w(R1)h(R1), then
C(R1) + C(R2) max{w(R1) − 2h(R1), 0} + max{w(R2) − 2h(R2), 0}w(R) − 2h(R) = C(R) holds. Assume
w(R1)<h(R1). By (R)> 3 it holds a(R1)/a(R)< 13 , implying that R2 is simple by Lemma 3.1. Then C(R1) +
C(R2)h(R1) + max{w(R2) − 3h(R2), 0}w(R) − 2h(R) = C(R) holds, as required.
Next, assume that R1 is a key rectangle with left child Rz and right child Rx . By Lemma 3.2, Rx is a simple
rectangle with (Rx)3, which has no extra cost. By the induction hypothesis, we have
∑
ri∈RRzC(ri)C(Rz). Hence,∑
ri∈RRC(ri)C(Rz) + C(R2) holds. If (R2)3, then
∑
ri∈RRC(ri)C(Rz)h(R)w(R) − 2h(R) = C(R).
Assume (R2)> 3. If h(R1)>w(R1), then C(Rz)+C(R2)w(R1)+ (w(R2)−2h(R2))w(R)−2h(R)=C(R). If
h(R1)w(R1), then C(Rz)+C(R2)h(R)+ (w(R2)−2h(R2))=w(R2)−h(R)=w(R)−w(R1)−h(R)w(R)−
h(R1) − h(R) = C(R), as required. 
5.2. Charged rectangle of type (1)
Consider a charged rectangle R ∈ R′ of type (1), which has the parent R˜ with (R˜)3. Let Ry be the sibling of R.
Since R is a key rectangle, it consists of the left child Rz and the right child Rx . By Lemma 3.2, (Rz)> 3 holds, Rx is
a simple rectangle ri ∈ R with (ri)3, and R and Ry are the left and right children of their parent R˜ =Rx ∪Ry ∪Rz.
By Lemma 3.3 and (R˜)3, Ry consists of at most two simple rectangles, and each simple rectangle r in Ry satisﬁes
(r)3. Hence, by Lemma 5.2, extra costs charged to R are all from Rz and bounded by C(Rz). We show that the total
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Rz
z yx
C(Rz)=1-2z
1
Rz
yx+z
C(Rz)=(x+z)-2z/(x+z)
1
x
x+z
(a) (b)
R
Rz
x+z
ri = Rx
ri = Rx
rj = Ry rj = Ry
R
~R
~
Fig. 4. Illustration of slicing patterns in Case 1: (a) shows the case of w(Rx ∪Rz)h(Rx ∪Rz) and (b) shows the case of w(Rx ∪Rz)<h(Rx ∪Rz).
extra cost charged to R can be handled over the two or three simple rectangles in Rx ∪ Ry . Let  = (R˜), and assume
without loss of generality 1 = h(R˜)w(R˜) = .
Case 1: Ry is a simple rectangle rj ∈ R. We prove that p(Rx)+p(Ry)+C(Rz)LBi+LBj  54 . Let x = a(Rx), y = a(Ry) and
z = a(Rz). We use trivial lower bounds LBi = 2√x and LBj = 2√y.
Subcase (1a): w(Rx ∪ Rz)1 (see Fig. 4(a)). We have
p(Rx) + p(Ry) + C(Rz)
LBi + LBj 
(1 + x) + (1 + y) + (1 − 2z)
2
√
x + 2√y .
Claim 1. For x, y and z deﬁned on Rx,Ry and Rx , it holds (3 + x + y − 2z)/(2√x + 2√y) 54 .
Proof. See Appendix.
Subcase (1b): w(Rx ∪ Rz)< 1 (see Fig. 4(b)). We have
p(Rx) + p(Ry) + C(Rz)
LBi + LBj 
(x + z + x
x+z ) + (1 + y) + (x + z − 2z/x + z)
2
√
x + 2√y .
Claim 2. For x, y and z deﬁned on Rx,Ry and Rx , it holds (2 + 2x + 2z + y − 3z/x + z)/(2√x + 2√y) 54 .
Proof. See Appendix.
Cases 2: Ry consists of two simple rectangles rj = Ry1 , rk = Ry2 ∈ R. As examined in Lemma 3.3, there are three
slicing patterns Cases a–c shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c), respectively. Since we can treat Cases a and b by applying above
proof for Case 1 to the rectangles Rz, Rx and Ry1 , we consider Case c in the following (see Fig. 5). Note that 2 in
Case c.
We prove
p(Rx) + p(Ry1) + p(Ry2) + C(Rz)
LBi + LBj + LBk 
5
4
.
Let z = a(Rz), x = a(Rx), y1 = a(Ry1) and y2 = a(Ry2). Since LBi = 2
√
x, LBj = 2√y1 and LBk = 2√y2, it sufﬁces
to show that
(x/x + z + x + z) + (1 + 2y1 + 2y2) + (x + z − 2z/x + z)
2
√
x + 2√y1 + 2√y2
is at most 54 .
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x+z
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x+z y1+y2
x+z
x
1
x+z
2zC(Rz)=x+z-
R
ri=Rx
rj=Ry1
rk=Ry2
Fig. 5. Illustration of the rectangles Rz, Rx , Ry1 and Ry2 .
Claim 3. For x, y and z deﬁned on Rx,Ry and Rx , it holds ((x/x+z)+2x+2z+1+2(y1 +y2)−(2z/x+z)/(2√x+
2√y1 + 2√y2) 54 .
Proof. See Appendix.
5.3. Charged rectangle of type (2)
In this subsection, we consider the case where a charged rectangle R is of type (2). Thus R is a key rectangle and
its parent R˜ is a forced rectangle with (R˜)> 3. Let Ry be the right child of R˜ and let Rz and Rx be the left and
right children of R. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, Ry consists of at most two simple rectangles, and if it has two simple
rectangles, then the slicing patterns of R˜ are given by Cases a and b in Fig. 2, where Case c holds only when (R˜)2.
Let  = (R˜), and assume without loss of generality 1 = h(R˜)w(R˜) = > 3.
Case 1: Ry is a simple rectangle rj ∈ R. We prove that p(Rx)+p(Ry)+C(Rz)LBi+LBj  54 . Since R=Rz ∪Rx is a key rectangle,
we have a(Rx)
a(Rz∪Rx) >
2
3 by Lemma 3.2. If 1 = h(Ry)>w(Ry), then by h(Rz ∪ Rx) = h(R˜) = h(Ry), it would hold
a(Ry)
a(Rz∪Rx) <
1
−1 <
1
2 , contradicting a(Rx)a(Ry). Hence, h(Ry)w(Ry) holds and Ry is a forced simple rectangle.
Let x = a(Rx), y = a(Ry) and z= a(Rz). We use lower bounds LBi = 2√x and LBj = 1 + y (note that Ry is a forced
simple rectangle).
Subcase (1a): w(Rx ∪ Rz)1 (see Fig. 4(a)). We have
p(Rx) + p(Ry) + C(Rz)
LBi + LBj 
(1 + x) + (1 + y) + (1 − 2z)
2
√
x + 1 + y .
Claim 4. For x, y and z deﬁned on Rx,Ry and Rx , it holds (3 + x + y − 2z)/(2√x + 1 + y) 54 .
Proof. See Appendix.
Subcase (1b): w(Rx ∪ Rz)< 1 (see Fig. 4(b)). We have
p(Rx) + p(Ry) + C(Rz)
LBi + LBj 
(x + z + x
x+z ) + (1 + y) + (x + z − 2zx+z )
2
√
x + 1 + y .
Claim 5. For x, y and z deﬁned on Rx,Ry and Rx , it holds (2 + 2x + 2z + y − 3zx+z )/(2
√
x + 1 + y) 54 .
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Proof. See Appendix.
Case 2: Ry consists of two simple rectangles rj = Ry1 , rk = Ry2 ∈ R. There are two slicing patterns Cases a and b
shown in Fig. 2. Consider the rectangle Rˆ = R ∪ Ry1 . If (Rˆ)3, then the proof in Case 1 for charged rectangles of
type (1) can be carried out. On the other hand, if (Rˆ)> 3, then Rˆ becomes a forced rectangle and the above proof in
Case 1 for charged rectangles of type (2) can be applied to this case.
5.4. Charged rectangle of type (3)
In this subsection, we consider the case where a charged rectangle R is a forced rectangle that is not of type (1) or
(2), where 1 = h(R)w(R)= (R) is assumed without loss of generality. Let R1 and R2 be the left and right children
of R, where R2 is not a key rectangle by Lemma 3.2.
We ﬁrst show that if (R1)3 then no extra cost from any descendant of R1 (including R1 if R1 is simple) is charged
to R. By applying Lemma 5.2(i) to R1 with (R1)3, we see thatRR1 =∅ holds or R1 is a key rectangle. In the former
case, we have C(R1) = 0 even if R1 is simple by (R1)3. In the latter case, since its parent R is forced, R1 is a key
rectangle of type (1) or (2), and hence no extra cost from any descendant of R1 is charged to R.
Analogously, we see that if (R2)3 then no extra cost from any descendant of R2 is charged to R. SinceRR = ∅,
we have max{(R1), (R2)}> 3 holds.
Case 1: (R)3. Since max{(R1), (R2)}> 3, we have (R1)> 3 > (R2) by Lemma 3.1, and thereby R is a
key rectangle since (R)3. Hence, R2 is a simple rectangle with (R2)3 and a(R2)> 23a(R) by Lemma 3.2, and
there is no extra cost from R2. Note that R = R0 (since otherwise an = a(R2)> a(R)/2 holds and R1 becomes a
forced rectangle, implying that there is no extra cost from R2 and any of its proper descendents, a contradiction to the
assumption of RR = ∅). Then, R has a parent R˜, which is also a forced rectangle. However, this implies that R is of
type (1) or (2), a contradiction to the assumption on R. Thus, (R)3 cannot hold.
Case 2: (R)> 3. If w(R1)h(R1) and w(R2)h(R2), then both children R1 and R2 of R are forced rectangles
and R cannot be a charged rectangle by deﬁnition. Then, w(R1)<h(R1) or w(R2)<h(R2) holds. By Lemma 2.1(i)
only h(R1)>w(R1) can hold, and R2 is simple. Moreover R2 is a forced simple rectangle and C(R2) = 0 holds since
(R)> 3. Hence, byRR = ∅, we have (R1)> 3 since otherwise no extra cost from any descendant of R1 is charged
to R, as observed in the above. Let x = a(R2) = ai ∈ A0, z = a(R1) and h(R) = 1. Then
p(R2) + C(R1)
LBi
 (1 + x) + (1 − 2z)
1 + x . (2)
We prove that (2) is at most 54 , or equivalently 5(1+x)−4(2+x−2z)=x−3+8z is nonnegative. Since (R1∪R2)> 3(i.e., x + z> 3), we have x − 3 + 8z> 7z0.
The argument in this section establishes Theorem 2.1(III).
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have considered three problems, PERI-SUM, PERI-MAX and ASPECT-RATIO, in order to ﬁnd a
dissection of a given rectangle R0 into rectangles with speciﬁed areas a1, a2, . . . , an such that the resulting rectangles
become as square as possible. We have proposed a simple O(n log n) time algorithm that delivers a slicing dissection
of R0 that is a 1.25-approximate solution to PERI-SUM, a 2√3 -approximate solution to PERI-MAX, and has an aspect
ratio at most max{(R0), 3, 1+maxi=1,...,n−1 ai+1ai }. This improves the previously best bound to PERI-SUM, and has the
ﬁrst explicit form of an upper bound on the optimum aspect ratio to ASPECT-RATIO. We do not have any instance for
which our analysis for the 1.5-approximation is tight. A more sophisticated analysis may lead to a better approximation
factor for our algorithm to ASPECT-RATIO. We also remark that there is an instance (R0, A0) such that for an optimal
dissectionR∗ and an optimal slicing dissectionR, ratio (R)/(R∗) cannot be bounded by any constant. For example,
consider rectangle R0 with a(R0) = h(R0) = w(R0) and A0 = {a1 = ε} ∪ {ai = (1 − ε)/4 | i = 2, 3, 4, 5}; For a small
ε > 0, an optimal A0-dissectionR∗ with (R∗)= (1 + ε)/(1 − ε) is obtained by placing r1 as a square at the center of
R0 and placing the other four congruent rectangle r2, r3, r4 and r5 around r1, while (R)(1 − ε)/4 for any slicing
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A0-dissection since r1 must share an edge of some ri , i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. This implies that obtaining a solution with a
constant relative error in ASPECT-RATIO needs to design an algorithm that can ﬁnd a non-slicing dissection.
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Appendix
Proof of Claim 1. It sufﬁces to show that
5
√
x + 5√y − 2(3 + x + y − 2z) (3)
is nonnegative subject to the following inequalities:
1x + y + z = , (4)
0xy, (5)
1x + z, (6)
0z 13 , (7)
where (4) follows from 1w(Rz ∪ Rx ∪ Ry) = , (5) from 0aiaj , (6) from w(Rx ∪ Rz)1, and (7) from that
Rz ∪ Rx is a key rectangle, respectively.
Let t = x + y in (3). By noting that √x + √y√1 − z + √t − 1 + z holds for 1 − zxy, it sufﬁces to show
that f (t) = 5√1 − z + 5√t − 1 + z − 2(3 + t − 2z) is nonnegative. By the concavity of f, f (t) takes the minimum
when t takes the minimum or the maximum. Note that t ∈ [2 − 2z, 3 − z] holds by x + y2x2(1 − z)= 2 − 2z and
t =  − z3 − z.
Let t = 2 − 2z. Since f (2 − 2z) = 2(5√1 − z + 4(z − 1) − 1) is a quadratic function of √1 − z such that the
coefﬁcient of (
√
1 − z)2 is negative, we only have to check the case where z = 0 or z = 13 by (7). We observe that
f (2 − 2z)0 holds for each of z = 0 and z = 13 .
Next let t = 3 − z. By z< 1, it holds √1 − z1 − z. Hence
f (3 − z) = 5(√1 − z + √2) − 12 + 6z5(1 − z) + 5√2 − 12 + 6z
= 5√2 + z − 75√2 − 7 > 0. 
Proof of Claim 2. It sufﬁces to show that
5
√
x + 5√y − 2
(
2 + 2x + 2z + y − 3z
x + z
)
is nonnegative subject to (4), (5) and the following inequalities:
1
3x + z  1, (8)
0z< (x + z)
2
3
, (9)
where (8) holds by (Rz ∪ Rx)3 (since Rz ∪ Rx is a key rectangle) and w(Rz ∪ Rx)h(Rz ∪ Rx), and (9) since
3 < (Rz) = (x+z)2z . By letting b = x + z, we show that the function
f (z) = 5(√b − z + √y) − 2
{
2 + 2b + y − 3
b
z
}
(10)
is nonnegative. We see that f (z) is a nondecreasing function over 0z< b23 and takes the minimum at z = 0 since the
derivative f ′(z)= −52√b−z + 6b of f (z) implies that f (z) takes the maximal at z= b− ( 5b12 )2. Since b− ( 5b12 )2 > b
2
3 holds
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by b ∈ [ 13 , 1], we only have to check (10) with z = 0 by (9). Let z = 0. We have  = x + y and 13x min{1, 2 } by(8), (4) and (5). We denote f in (10) with z = 0 and  = x + y by
g(x) = 5(√x + √ − x) − 2(2 + x + )
(
1
3
x min
{
1,

2
})
.
We show g(x)0. Since the second derivative
g′′(x) = 5
4
⎛
⎜⎝− 1√
x3
− 1√
( − x)3
⎞
⎟⎠
is negative over x ∈ [0, 1], we see that g(x) takes the minimum at x = 13 or x = min{1, 2 }.
First let x = 13 . Then
g
(
1
3
)
= 5
(√
1
3
+
√
 − 1
3
)
− 2
(
2 + 1
3
+ 
)
(11)
is a quadratic function of
√
 − 13 (13) and takes the minimum at = 1 or = 3. We see that (11) is nonnegative
for  ∈ {1, 3}.
Next consider the case where x = 2 1. We obtain g(2 ) = 5
√
2− 4 − 3, which is nonnegative since g(2 )0 at
 = 1 and  = 2.
Finally, consider the case where x = 1 2 , where  ∈ [2, 3] holds. We see that g(1) = 5
√
 − 1 − 1 − 2 is
nonnegative since g(1)0 at  = 2 and  = 3. 
Proof of Claim 3. It is sufﬁces to show that
5
√
x + 5√y1 + 5√y2 − 2
{
x
x + z + 2x + 2z + 1 + 2(y1 + y2) −
2z
x + z
}
(12)
is nonnegative subject to (8), (9) and the next inequalities:
0xy1y2, (13)
y1 + y21, (14)
where (13) follows by aiaj ak and (14) by h(Ry)w(Ry), respectively. By setting a = x + z in (12), we prove
that
f (z) = 5√a − z + 5√y1 + 5√y2 − 2
{
a − z
a
+ 2a − 2z
a
+ 1 + 2(y1 + y2)
}
(15)
is nonnegative. The function f (z) is nondecreasing over z ∈ [0, 13 ] since the derivative
f ′(z) = 6
a
− 5
2
√
a − z
implies that f (z) takes the maximal at z= a(1 − ( 512 )2a), where a(1 − ( 512 )2a)> 13 holds since 13a1. Hence, f (z)
takes the minimum at z = 0.
Since z = 0 and (8), it holds x 13 . Since y1 + y21 and xy1y2, it holds xy1 12 . Hence x ∈ [ 13 , 12 ].
By letting z = 0 (i.e., a = x) and b = y1 + y2, (15) can be written as
5
√
x + 5√y1 + 5√y2 − 2 {2 + 2x + 2(y1 + y2)} = 5√x + 5√y1 + 5
√
b − y1 − 4(1 + x + b). (16)
Let
g(b) = 5√x + 5√x + 5√b − x − 4(1 + x + b).
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We see that (16) g(b) since
t (d) =√y1 − d +√y2 + d (d ∈ [0, y1 − x])
is a nonincreasing function whose the derivative
t ′(d) = − 1
2
√
y1 − d +
1
2
√
y2 + d
is not positive by y1 − dy2 + d .
We prove g(b)0. By xy1y2 and y1+y21, we have 2xb1. Since the derivative g′′(b)=− 52√x3 −
5
4
√
(b−x)3
of the second order is negative over 2xb1, g(b) takes the minimum at b = 2x or b = 1.
We ﬁrst consider the case of b = 2x. Then g(2x) = 15√x − 4 − 12x is nonnegative, since g(2x)0 at x = 13 and
x = 12 . We next consider the case of b = 1. The function obtained from g(b) by setting b = 1 is written as
s(x) = 10√x + 5√1 − x − 8 − 4x. (17)
Since the derivative s′′(x)=− 5
2
√
x3
− 5
4
√
(1−x)3 of the second order is negative over x ∈ [
1
3 ,
1
2 ], s(x) takes the minimum
at x = 13 or x = 12 . In any case, (17) is nonnegative. 
Proof of Claim 4. The inequalities (4)–(7) hold. Hence, x 23 by (6) and (7), and x3 since (R)3. To prove the
claim, we show 10
√
x + 5 + 5y − 4(3 + x + y − 2z) = 10√x − 4x + y + 8z − 7 is nonnegative. For x ∈ [1, 3],
10
√
x − 4x + y + 8z − 710√x − 3x − 7 min{10√1 − 3 − 7, 10√3 − 9 − 7}0 (by xy). For x ∈ [ 23 , 1],
10
√
x − 4x + y + 8z − 7 = 10√x − 5x + 7z − 7 + 10√x − 5x − 4 min{10
√
2
3 − 103 − 4, 10
√
1 − 5 − 4}0
(by y =  − x − z and 3). 
Proof of Claim 5. The inequalities (4), (5), (8) and (9) hold. To prove the claim, it sufﬁces to show that 5(2√x + 1 +
y)−4(2x +2z+y +1− x+2z
x+z )=10
√
x +4y −3−8(x + z)− 3z
x+z is nonnegative. Note that z
1
3 , x2(x + z)/3 29
(by (9) and x + z1) and y − (x + z)2. Then 10√x + 4y − 3 − 8(x + z) − 3z
x
+ z10
√
2
3 + 8 − 3 − 8(x +
z) − 1/x + z min{10√2/3 + 5 − 83 − 3, 10
√
2
3 + 5 − 8 − 1}> 0 (since x + z ∈ [ 13 , 1]). 
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